Abstract-Myoelectric control prostheses hand are currently popular developing clinical option that offers amputee person to control their artificial hand by analyzing the contacting muscle residual. Myoelectric control system contains three main phase which are data segmentation, feature extraction and classification. The main factor that affect the performance of myoelectric control system is the choice of feature extraction methods. There are two types of feature extraction technique used to extract the signal which are the Hudgins feature consist of Zero Crossing, Waveform Length (WL), Sign Scope Change (SSC) and Mean Absolute Value (MAV), the single Root Mean Square (RMS). Then, the combination of both is proposed in this study. An analysis of these different techniques result were examine to achieve a favorable classification accuracy (CA). Our outcomes demonstrate that the combination of RMS and Hudgins feature set demonstrate the best average classification accuracy for all ten fingers developments. The classification process implemented in this studies is using Support Vector Machine (SVM) technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
The loss of the human lower arm is a noteworthy incapacity that significantly confines the ordinary capacities and connections of people with upper-limb amputation [1] . In international scenario such as Italy, the number of upper limb loss is estimated as 4000 people per year [2] while in larger country such as USA there are about 340000 people living with this situation [3] . The communication ability with this present reality can be reestablished utilizing myoelectric control ( [4] ; [5] ), where the electromyogram (EMG) signals created by the human muscles are utilized to infer control orders for controlled upper-limb prostheses. Regularly an example acknowledgment structure is used to characterize the procured EMG signals into one of a predefined sets of lower arm developments ( [4] ; [6] ). Generally, the control upper limb prostheses system consists of several important stages which are pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. Fig. 1 shows the process of myoelectric control of prostheses hand.
Among these stages, the main contributor to system recognition performance is feature extraction and classification technique implemented. According to [6] the proper feature will straightforwardly ideal in moving toward high order exactness. Subsequently, different feature set have been used in the writing exhibiting the practicality of myoelectric control ([8] ; [9] ; [10] ). Albeit numerous exploration works have for the most part endeavored to investigate and inspect a fitting feature vector for various particular EMG signal applications (e.g. [11] ; [6] ; [12] ), there have a couple of works which make profoundly quantitative examinations of their characteristics, especially in excess perspective. The most common uses feature extraction is time domain features which quick and easy to implements because extract directly from raw dataset. ( [13] ; [6] ; [14] ).
For classification, Support Vector Machine (SVM) had been proven widely in many field of studies to be powerful classification tools [15] . [16] Stated that the theory of SVM is based on structural risk management (RSM) idea. They linearly isolate two dataset by setting a hyper-plane between Fig. 3(a) . Position of sensor.
[18] Fig. 3(b) . Position of sensor2 [18] them that the distance of the two informational collections to hyper-plane is maximally vast. Author [17] stated that one of the aspects that offer priority to SVM over different classifiers is that it gives just a single solution. This implies SVM is a superior classifier than numerous layer perceptron (MLP) neural systems (NN), which gives you more than one solution relying on local minimum. Hence, we implemented the OVA multiclass SVM to classify the ten finger movements. Fig. 1 . The process of Myoelectric Control of Hand Prostheses [7] This paper handles the distinguished on ten finger movements utilizing surface-EMG-data in view of signal processing methods. The EMG signals were obtained utilizing two electrode patch on two particular muscles of the hand. In this work we analyzed three sorts of time domain include feature extraction strategies in view of classification accuracy of SVM techniques. Our outcomes demonstrate that the combination of RMS and Hudgins feature set demonstrate the best average classification accuracy for all ten fingers developments. The rests of this paper is organized as takes after. Segment II depicts the methodology for finger recognition system. The result and discussion are featured in Section III and the conclusion of this study show up in Section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
This section introduces methodology applied for EMG based classification of finger movement using SVM as classification method. The process start with EMG signal acquisition phase, pre-processing of EMG signal, feature extraction and lastly classification phased. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of this process.
A. Acquisition of EMG Signal
EMG signal data acquired from [18] . Refer from author [18] , the EMG information was gathered utilizing two EMG channels (Delsys DE 2.x series EMG sensors). Then, this signal collected been processed by the Bagnoli Desktop EMG Systems from Delsys Inc. During collecting data experiment, two channel of sensor firmly sticks into the skin by application of 2-slot adhesive skin interface. 
B. Pre-processing of EMG Signal
Pre-processing is optional after data acquisition process which helps in reducing the influence of unintended hand motions. According to author [19] , measure signals always contaminated by disturbance of either the sensor used to acquire the data or individual trembles during the process. This contaminated signal class as a noise. Author [20] support the statement by state that the most difficulty in dealing with EMG signal is due its noisy characteristics. This statement highlights the need of the pre-processing phase such as filtering methods. In this study, only filtering and windowing implemented. However, the basic description of rectification technique also provided follows by the reviews on filtering methods and description of windowing in details.
1) Rectification
Rectification is the way toward changing over the raw EMG single to a solitary extremity recurrence (generally positive). This procedure is to guarantee that the signal does not end up zero when average. This average zero is possible when there are negative and positive components in the same signal. Hence, convert this is compulsory to facilitate the study.
2) Filtering
Filtering is the process of removing noise from data. There are several filter used to filter the noise. The most popular filter applied almost by all researchers is high and low pass filter. Low pass filter used to remove the high frequency noise, while high pass filter remove movement artefact. The value of cut-off frequency for low and high pass filter varies from 250-5000Hz and 0.1 to 100Hz respectively (Zecca et al., 2002). The common low pass filter is 500Hz, while high pass filter cut-off is 10 or 20 Hz. There are also different filter applied by researchers such as Notch filter common cut-off is 50 or 60Hz. There are also difference filter name but same cut-off value applied which is comb filter with the same common cut-off 50Hz. Table 1 summarize the example of available filtering methods applied in literature with their cut-off value. 
Remarks
Low pass filter Above 450Hz [6] 500Hz [21] 3-10Hz [22] Remove high frequency noise.
High Pass filter 20Hz [23] and [21] To reduce motion artefact.
Notch filter 50Hz line interference [18] and [24] 50/60Hz [6] 60Hz [22] Noise reduction.
Comb filter 50Hz [21] To remove power-line interference.
Bandpass filter 20-450Hz [18] and [24] 10-450Hz [22] Reduce noise.
3) Windowing Phase
A windowing is a procedure of grouping of information restricted in a schedule opening, which is utilized to estimate signal features [6] . The natures of raw EMG signal contain large information in insignificant ways. However, this situation can change if this raw data been manipulated and convert into feature space data that contain high information. To convert it, the windowing process is compulsory [25] .The issues in windowing process are the determination of width for each segment of windows. If the width of segment is to short, it will leads to bias feature estimation while if too long cause likely to failed in realtime because high computational operations.
There are two common type of windowing which are disjoint and overlapping windows. In overlapped windowing, the length and increment is important parameter. Increment variable is represents the time interval between the neighbor segments. The guideline on choosing the time interval is the length needs to be larger than processing time but must be less than segment length. Author [18] stated that the overlapping windowing scheme produces better performance when comparing the classification accuracy, but if the data is too large it will leads to higher computational cost in the training and testing phase differently with disjoint windowing which low accuracy with lower computational cost. Fig. 6 shows an example of overlapping segmentation. It differs from disjoint which there are always had an overlapped segment and required more window to segment all the data. Fig. 5 shows the disjoint segmentation process which divided into three segment length. 
C. Feature Extraction phase
Feeding the EMG signal as a raw time sequence, directly into the classifier causes degrading the classification performance. Raw EMG signal contains large sequence of input and varies in randomness that causes complexity. To caters the problem due to the curse dimensionality, feature extraction process consequently implements in order to condense only important EMG parts represent each classes ([26] ; [27] ).The features were extracted using a time domain feature set which consists of mean absolute value (MAV), waveform length (WL), zero crossings (ZCs), slope sign changes (SSC) and root mean square (RMS). All features were extracted by using Matlab code provided by [28] . The description of each feature set uses are describe briefly below.
1) Mean Absolute Value (MA V)
. MAV is the average of the absolute value of the EMG signal amplitude in a sample of data. It is widely famous one as commonly used in EMG signal recognition (e.g. [13] ; [27]). However, there is the limitation of using MAV as single feature training set which is there are possibilities that different classes may contain the same mean value. But, it is still can discriminated best depends on the variation of classes. The formula of extracting the MAV is as
2) Zero Crossing (ZC):
Zero crossing (ZC) in time domain defines as the measure of frequency information of the EMG signal (e.g. [13] ; [29] ). The value represents number of times that the amplitude of EMG signal passes the zero amplitude axes. The formula of extracting the ZC is as
3) Waveform Length (WL)
Waveform length (WL) in time domain features represents cumulative length of the EMG waveform over the time segment. It usually uses to identify the complexity of EMG signal sequence [13] ; [6] . Wavelength (WAVE) is another representative name for this feature. The formula of extracting the WL is as
4) Slope Scope Change (SSC)
Similarly to the ZC, Slope sign change (SSC), is a method of EMG signal represent frequency information [13] ; [29] . The different with ZC is the value represent cumulative numbers of times that slope of the dataset change sign either negative to positive value or conversely. It is performed using threshold function among three sequential segments changes for avoiding the background noise EMG signal. The mathematical formula of SSC is as .
5) Root Mean Square (RMS)
Another popular commonly used as features set is root mean square (RMS) [26] ; [30] . The formulation of RMS is quite similar t standard deviation where amplitude modulated
modeled related to non-fatiguing and constant force. The mathematical formula of RMS is as
D. Classification using SVM Phase
Higher accuracy, less number of computational time and low storage space are the characteristic that measure the efficiency of recognition system. Nowadays, there are many classifiers that capable in providing the high efficiency to the system. Among them, SVM fulfill almost all the criteria of the effective classifier. Study by [31] shows that SVM is superior in terms of classification in recognizing multiple hand motion compared to other algorithm. Research conduct by [32] and [6] confirmed the effectiveness of EMG pattern recognition using SVM methods. Hence, SVM had proven to be powerful classification tools [15] . SVM is kernel based classification that the theory is from structural risk management (SRM) idea [15] . It algorithm will design the hyper-plane that linearly separate two data sets that maximally large the distance between dataset of two classes. The kernels of algorithm in SVM also provides the ability of classify data in non-linear separation without increasing calculation cost significantly. Even, the basic SVM only support binary classification, these function has been extend to support multiclass classification with combining these binary classification ideas. Then, SVM has been expand their functionality by produce One-versus-one (OVO) methods and one-versus-all (OVA) to support multiclass classification problem.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
EMG signal for this study acquired from [18] Fig. 9 shows the graph of hand close EMG signal after extracted using MAV feature extraction. Then, to obtain best classification, there are three feature set methods from feature extraction used as the input of the training. They are single Root mean square, Hudgins methods which combination of Mean absolute value, Zero crossing, Waveform length and Sign slope change and the combination of Hudgins feature and RMS. The result of accuracy for each testing group based from each feature extraction is used to compare with other results are as shown in Table II . Based on Table II , the classification accuracy results between each different group using different feature extraction are shown clearly with the percentage and the best feature extraction is highlighted to demonstrate the highest accuracy in each group. for classification of hand close, middle, thumb middle and thumb ring movement, when compare between the three feature set, the single extract from RMS shows the highest accuracy (100%); for class little, Hudgins set produced top result with 86.6%; similarly, from class index and thumb index , the combination of RMS and Hudgins set produced highest accuracy (93.33%). for classification of hand close, middle, thumb middle and thumb ring movement, when compare between the three feature set, the single extract from RMS shows the highest accuracy (100%); for class little, hudgins set produced top result with 86.6% ;similarly, from class index and thumb index , the combination of rms and hudgins set produced highest accuracy (93.33%). Besides, the best accuracy also obtain using this combination feature set for the rest ring and thumb class with 86.67% and 96.67% respectively. Fig. 10 indicate the classification accuracy for ten finger movement based on three feature set. From this figure, the result shows that little fingers are the most difficult class to distinguishable comparing to others eight class CONCLUSION One versus all multiclass SVM architecture is successfully developed for identification of ten classes finger movement such as HC, L,M, I, R, T, T-I,T-L,T-M and T-R. OVA SVM is useful tool to classify the EMG signal with three group of feature set and ten class of EMG signal dataset. From three feature set which is single RMS, combination of RMS and Hudgins set and Hudgins set, all there feature give a competitive classification accuracy for all class, however based on average the combination of Hudgins and RMS features give betters compared to other two methods. However, the classification of little finger obtain the lowest accuracy because difficult to distinguish. Then, for the future work could use all these feature extraction technique with other classification methods such as K-nearest neighbor (K-nn) and Neural Network or optimize the SVM by hybridization with optimization methods. Each has different advantage and its limitation. All these techniques can be explored further.
